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4
4.1

Horizontal Alignment

General

A horizontal road alignment is a usually series of straights
(tangents) and circular curves. Transition curves are often
used to join straight sections smoothly into circular curve
sections.

Figure 4.1 shows the lateral forces which act on a vehicle as
it travels around a curve.

A curve should normally be used whenever there is a change
of direction in a road alignment and must be of sufficient
length to avoid the appearance of a kink in the road
alignment.
Small changes in alignment are not usually noticed by drivers
and in some cases it might not be necessary to provide a curve
between adjacent straight tangent sections of road, provided
they do not produce a kinked road alignment.
Horizontal road alignments without significant straight
sections are described as curvilinear. A curvilinear
alignment normally has:
•
•

long, large radius circular curves, with or without
spiral transitions, and
occasionally, other types of curves which conform to
polynomial mathematical relationships.

Curvilinear alignment is most suited to dual carriageway
roads but can also be successfully used on two-lane roads in
flat and undulating terrain, providing overtaking provisions
are not impaired. The horizontal curves of a curvilinear
alignment are generally of large radius and:
•
•
•

Source: Vicroads

Figure 4.1: Lateral Forces Acting on a Heavy Vehicle

4.2.2

Sliding

The lateral friction developed at the tyre/road interface as a
vehicle travels around a curve is directly related to the square
of its speed. As speed is increased the force required to
maintain a circular path eventually exceeds the force which
can be developed by friction and superelevation. At this point
the vehicle will start to slide in a straight line tangential to the
road alignment. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

do not normally restrict overtaking opportunities,
help reduce headlight glare, and
give drivers a better perception of the speed of
approach of opposing vehicles.

4.2

Vehicle Stability

4.2.1

General

Source: Vicroads

Vehicles become unstable by either sliding or overturning, or
both. Cars rarely overturn without sliding first.
When a vehicle slides sideways it is susceptible to tripping by
an uneven road surface, potholes or kerbs. Under these
conditions both cars and trucks can overturn at low speeds, ie.
sliding sideways at approximately 10 km/h.
Trucks, particularly those with high or moving loads, are
susceptible to overturning at all speeds. This problem is
however greatest on small radii curves, eg. the radii typically
encountered at intersections.

Figure 4.2: Lateral Sliding Illustration

4.2.3

Overturning

Overturning is not normally a problem for cars and other light
vehicles. It can however be a significant problem for trucks,
particularly those with a high centre of gravity.
When a vehicle travels around a curve an overturning moment
is formed by the forces acting on it. Figure 4.3 shows the
forces which act on a cornering truck.
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Source: Vicroads

Figure 4.3: Forces acting on a Cornering Truck

Overturning will occur when the vectorial sum of the two
forces extends beyond the limits of the wheels.
Other features which also contribute to reduce the stability of
trucks on curves are:
C
C
C
C

Adverse superelevation which reduces the horizontal
distance between the centre of gravity and the hinge
point.
The dynamic affects associated with wheel bounce on
curves.
The rigidity of the fifth wheel linkage between the
prime mover and the trailer on articulated vehicles.
The changes in geometry which occur on low radius
curves.

The truck side friction factors shown in Figure 2.7 should
provide safe operating conditions for the majority of trucks.
However, trucks can roll over at friction factor levels below
those listed because at low speeds overturning can also be
initiated by:
C

Tripping: A vehicle sliding sideways can overturn at

speeds below 10 km/h when tripped by a kerb or
pothole. Road surfaces must be kept in good condition
where critical turning movements occur to help avoid
this problem.
C

C

Loading: Small lateral offsets of the centre of gravity
of a truck’s load can significantly reduce its lateral
stability. Uneven longitudinal loading can also reduce
the vehicle’s stability.
Load Shift: A moving load such as liquid in tankers or

animals on the top deck of stock transporter.
C

Dynamic Forces: These are associated with tyre and

suspension bounce and are related to the speed of the
vehicle and the condition of the pavement.
C

Aquaplaning: This can lead to loss of control and

rollover.
C

Braking:

C

Rearward Amplification: This is a "whiplash" effect

As the brakes are applied the friction
available in the radial direction decreases. If the wheels
lock, lateral stability and steering is lost.

and is defined as the ratio of the maximum lateral
acceleration at the rear axle over the lateral acceleration
on the prime mover.
C

Speed: Critical lateral accelerations (or friction forces)

are speed dependent.
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4.3

Sight Distance Requirements

4.3.1

Stopping Sight Distance

Where a lateral obstruction off the pavement such as a bridge
pier, building, cut slope, or natural growth restricts driver
sight distance, the minimum radius for an adjacent horizontal
curve is determined by the design speed stopping sight
distance. Table 2.12 shows stopping sight distances on a
level grade.
Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between sight distance,
horizontal curve radius and lateral clearance to the obstruction
This relationship is valid when the sight distance is not
greater than the length of the curve and assumes that the
driver's eye and the sighted object are above the centre of the
inside lane, ie. there is no or very little vertical curvature.
When the sight distance is greater than the horizontal curve
length a graphical solution is appropriate.
NOTE:
All technical reductions in design speed caused by
partial or momentary horizontal sight distance
restrictions must be approved - refer to Section 2.7.1:
Design Speed - General for details of the approval
process.

4.3.2

Truck Stopping Distances

Road curvature adversely affects the stopping distances of all
vehicles, trucks more so than other vehicles. Until reliable
research figures are available, the following guidelines are
suggested for use on curves of less than 400 m radius:
•
•

If the design vehicle is a rigid truck, stopping distances
should be increased by 10%.
If the design vehicle is an articulated truck stopping
sight distances should be increased by 20%.

This allows for the tendency of these vehicles to jack-knife
under heavy braking while travelling on a horizontal curve.

4.3.2

Benching for Visibility on Horizontal
Curves

Benching is the widening of a cutting on the inside of a curve
to obtain the specified sight distance and usually takes the
form of a flat table or bench over which a driver can see an
approaching vehicle or an object on the road.
In plan view, the benching is fixed by the envelope formed by
the lines of sight. The driver and the object are assumed to be
in the centre of the inner lane and the sight distance is
measured around the centre line of the lane, ie. the path the
vehicle would follow while braking. Benching adequate for
inner lane traffic more than meets requirements for the outer
lane.
The horizontal and vertical limits of sight benching in cuttings
on horizontal curves, or a combination of horizontal and
vertical curves, should be determined graphically.
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Source: Austroads Rural Road Design Guide

Figure 4.4:

Horizontal Stopping Sight Distance on a Horizontal Curve
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4.4

Curve Widening

4.4.2

4.4.1

General

Approximate values for the total amount of curve widening
required by a single unit design truck on a circular arc section
of a two-lane two-way road are shown in Table 4.1.

Traffic lanes may need to be widened on horizontal curves to
maintain lateral clearances between vehicles equal to those
available on straight sections of road. This is commonly
known as 'curve widening' and it is required for one or more
of the following reasons:
•

•
•

Vehicles travelling on a curve occupy a greater width
of pavement than they do on a straight - at low speeds
the rear wheels track inside the front wheels and at
high speeds the rear wheels track outside the front
wheels.
Vehicles tend to deviate more from the centreline of
the traffic lane on a curve than on a straight.
To maintain clearances between vehicles to those on
straight sections of road.

Other factors, such as overhang of the front of the vehicle,
wheelbase and track width, also contribute to the need for
curve widening.

Traffic Lane Widening Requirements

The amount of widening required, on a per lane basis, can be
calculated using the method detailed in Figure 4.5.

Curve
Radius
(m)

Total amount of traffic lane widening required (in
metres) on horizontal curves where the normal width of
two traffic lanes is:
6.0 m

6.5 m

7.0 m

7.5 m

30 - 50

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

50 - 100

1.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

100 - 250

1.0

1.0

0.5

–

250 - 750

1.0

0.5

–

–

Over 750

0.5

–

–

–
Source: Austroads

Table 4.1:

Recommended Values for the Widening of
Two-lane Pavements on Horizontal Curves

Source: R.T.A.

Figure 4.5: Lane Widening on Horizontal Curves

4.2.3

Application

Curve widening should not be applied until 200 mm, or more,
per lane is necessary.
Traffic lane widths for curves of 30 m, or less, radii should be
determined by the tracking requirements of the appropriate
design vehicle(s), using turning path templates or
computerised vehicle path plotting programs.
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On transitioned curves traffic lane widening is normally
applied in a uniform manner along the plan transition. Half
the total widening required should be applied on each side of
the curve centreline.
On circular curves traffic lane widening should be applied in
a uniform manner over the length of road used to develop
superelevation. The total widening required should be
normally be applied on the inside of the curve, to give the
effect of a plan transition.
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4.5

Horizontal Curves

4.5.3

4.5.1

General

The minimum length of a horizontal curve is determined
mainly by aesthetic considerations and is therefore very
subjective. The radii to needed to give a curve of sufficient
length to avoid an unsightly kink in the horizontal alignment
in flat terrain is given in Table 3.1 while Table 4.3 indicates
the minimum length of curve requires for some typical design
situations.

The design standards for horizontal curves on state highways
are derived from the basic design criteria described in Section
2.8: Horizontal Alignment and are shown in Tables 4.2 and
4.3. They show the minimum radius horizontal curve that can
be used for a given design speed when the maximum values
of superelevation and side friction allowable at that design
speed are applied.
The unit chord, which relate
superelevation development at the appropriate pavement
rotation rate to curve radii, is also shown.
Although any radii greater than the minimum shown for the
design speed selected can be used, the range of curve radii
suitable for a given design speed is normally a function of
speed environment. Good design practice avoids the use of
minimum radii and pavement rotation rates in excess of 2.5%
per second, except in extreme cases. Superelevation and side
friction requirements are also reduced at radii greater than the
minimum, by Transit’s convention, to less than their
maximum values. This practice results in road designs which
have some additional margin of safety built in to them.
When minimum radii are avoided, ie. the values towards the
left hand end of the speed environment graph segments of
Figure 2.5 (also 4.14), it will be found that the design speeds
of all curves are within 10 km/h, or thereabouts, of adjoining
curves.
The curve notation used in this Manual, and formulae which
can be used for manual calculation of critical curve details
while developing horizontal alignment schemes are shown in
Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8.
4.5.2

Maximum Tangent Deflection Angle
before a Horizontal Curve must be used

A horizontal curve must be used when the deflection angle
between intersecting straight tangent sections of road exceed
those shown in Table 4.2.

Minimum Length of a Horizontal Curve

Minimum
Length of Curve

Road Type

(m)
Dual Carriageways:
Motorway

250

Expressway

200

Arterials

150

Others

No limitations

Table 4.3: Minimum Length of Horizontal Curve
needed to avoid an Unsightly Kink

Two convenient methods for determining the length of
horizontal curves, which satisfy most aesthetic requirements,
are:
(i)

(ii)

The circular arc portion of a transition curve
should be approximately 1.5 to 3 three times the
transition spiral length.
The length of a plain circular curve should be
about the distance travelled by a vehicle during
one second for each 10 km/h of curve design
speed.

The latter can be calculated by the following formula:
L 

V2
36

Where:
Road Type

Two-lane road

Multi-lane road

0

0

0° 15´

0° 15´

2 Lane Arterial

1° 00´

0° 30´

2 Lane Collector

1° 00´

0° 30´

Minor road

1° 30´

N/A

L
V

=
=

length of curve (m)
design speed (km/h).

Dual Carriageway:
Motorway
Expressway

Table 4.2: Maximum Tangent Deflection Angle
before a Horizontal Curve must be used
NOTE:

A succession of short
tangents and small deflection
angles cannot be used to
avoid the need for a horizontal
curve.

4.5.4

Circular Curves

Plain circular arc horizontal curves may be used in horizontal
alignments if the plan transition shift distance P, as calculated
by the following formula, is less than 250 mm.
P 

Where:
P
SL

=
=
=

R
UC

=
=

SL 2
(0.024 x R)

plan transition shift (mm)
plan transition length (m)
(UC 2 x 35.81)
R

circular arc radius (m)
unit chord (m), from Tables 2.9 and
2.10.
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PI
TC
CT
CC
I
R
TL

=
=
=
=

tangent intersection point
tangent point on back tangent
tangent point on ahead tangent
curve centre point

=
=
=

tangent deflection angle
circular arc radius
tangent length

=
L
ET

=
=

circular arc length

=

external distance

=
MO

=
=

LC

I
2

R x Tan

=
=

R x I

(radians)

R Sec

I
 1
2

mid ordinate distance
R 1  Cos

I
2

long chord length
2R  Sin

I
2
Figure 4.6: Circular Curve Details

TS
XC

SC

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

k
θ
SL
LC
R
P

=
=
=
=
=
=

LT
YC
ST

=
K

=
=

tangent point on back tangent
X coordinate, refer unit chord spiral table
LC x Cos k

long tangent length
XC - YC Cot θ

Y coordinate, refer unit chord spiral table
LC x Sin k

short tangent length
YC cosec θ

common tangent point of central circular arc
and back spiral
long chord deflection angle
spiral angle
plan transition length
long chord
central circular arc radius
shift distance
SL 2
24R

(approx.)

shift point distance
SL
2

(approx.)
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Figure 4.7: Plan Transition Curve Details
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PI
I
TS (ST)
TTA (TTB)
SLA, (SLB)

=
=
=
=
=

θA (θB)

=

PA (PB)

=
=

KA (KB)

=
=

SC (CS)

=

CI

=

R

=

tangent intersection point
tangent deflection angle
tangent point back (ahead)
tangent length ahead (back)
plan transition length ahead
(back)
plan transition ahead (back)
deflection angle
shift distance ahead (back)
SL 2
24R

(approx.)

tangent shift point distance
ahead (back)
SL
2

(approx.)

common tangent point of
central circular arc and back
(ahead) spiral
tangent intersection point of
central circular arc
central circular arc radius

For curves with equal transitions:
=

R  P Tan

L

=

R x I

ET

=

TTA = TTB

(radians)

I
 K
2

Figure 4.8: Transition Curve Details

 SL

For curves with unequal transitions:
TTA

=

R  P A Tan

I
 KB 
2

(P A  P B) x Cosec I

TTB

=

R  P B Tan

I
 KB 
2

(P B  P A) x Cosec I

L

=

R x I



(radians)

NOTE:

SLB  SLA
2

Should other curve formula be required eg. the exact
formula for P, K, SL etc, consult survey and other
recognised road design textbooks.
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4.5.5
(a)

Transition Curves

(v)

General

A plan transition helps to produce a smooth, pleasing
alignment when joining a straight or tangent section of
a road to a circular curve, or when joining two adjacent
curves. The resultant compound curve normally
contains a plan transition section either side of the
central circular arc section and is commonly known as
a 'transition curve'.

In these cases all pavement widening should be
applied on the inside of the curve and introduced
over the length that would normally be occupied
by the plan transition. A centreline marked on the
centre of the widened pavement effectively forms
a transition curve while a circular arc form is
retained on the outside of the curve, to help drivers
make a better judgement of the apparent curvature
of the road ahead.

he plan transition shifts the extended circular curve arc
away from the extended straight tangent line and:
•
•
•
•
•

provides a convenient length of road over which
superelevation and/or widening is applied,
can improve the appearance of a road,
particularly on a bridge where a rigid handrail
follows the exact road alignment,
can improve the appearance of the road where a
curve is visible in plan at the end of a long
straight,
provides a length of road over which steering
adjustment can be made, particularly in reverse
curve situations, and
provides a length of road over which speed
adjustments may be made between curves of
different radii.

(b)

(ii)

(c)

Transition : Circular Arc : Transition Ratio

When all, or most, of a transitioned horizontal curve is
visible in plan to an approaching driver its transition
length : circular arc length : transition length ratio
should be in the range 1 : 1.5 : 1 to 1 : 3 : 1, and
desirably 1 : 2 : 1. Greater ratios are acceptable where
the whole curve is not visible in plan to approaching
drivers.

is not necessary when the shift distance is less
than 250 mm because the contribution by the plan
transition to the positioning of vehicles on a curve
and to curve appearance is negligible.

There is little difference between the various spirals and
as an approximation the selection of transition curve
proportions can be based on the fact that in the
Lemniscate the angle equivalent to k is equal to θ when

is not necessary where the shift distance is less
than approximately half of the extra widening
needed to accommodate the off-tracking
requirements of heavy vehicles on the curve,
provided that all the widening is applied on the
inside of the curve and over the length that would
normally be occupied by the plan transition.

3

θ

is small and in the range of normal transition curve
design. For larger tangent deflection angles this is not
so and k because is less than θ .
3

It can be shown that the spiral angle

θ 

I
2 (x1)

when

the transition : circular arc : transition ratio is 1 : x : 1.
This means that for ratios:
I
k 
1 : 1.5 : 1
or θ  I

(iii) may be used for appearance purposes when it is of

sufficient length to give a shift distance of 250 mm
or more.
In predominantly flat terrain and in high speed
environments where curves are visible from long
distances the appearance of a road can sometimes
be improved by increasing the length of the plan
transition to give a shift of about 500 mm.
not be appropriate in low speed
environments where drivers regulate their travel
speed from their judgement of the apparent
curvature of the road ahead.

Transition Form

A wide range of curve forms can be successfully used
for a plan transition but the most common are the
Clothoid, Lemniscate and Cubic spirals, because they
provide a uniform rate of change of curve radius.

A plan transition:
(i)

should not be used on small radii curves in low
speed environments where pavement widening to
accommodate the tracking widths required by
heavy vehicles is necessary.

1:2:1
1 : 2½ : 1
1:3:1

15
I
18
I
k 
21
I
k 
24
k 

or
or
or

5
I
6
I
θ 
7
I
θ 
8
θ 

(iv) may

Some variation of curve approach speeds can
occur in these situations.
Plan transitions
introduced merely for appearance reasons may
affect a driver's perception of the road’s curvature
and are probably best avoided.
Draft: S4-Horizontal Alignment_Draft Amendment - 4 May 2005.wpd

(d)

Transition Length

The plan transition length is normally the distance
needed to develop the full superelevation required on
the circular arc section of the curve at a reasonable
pavement rotation rate, from the point where the
pavement crossfall is level, ie. 0% superelevation.
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Superelevation is normally applied at a rate of pavement
rotation not exceeding 2.5% per second of travel time at
design speed, for vehicle occupant comfort reasons. In more
difficult situations, ie. in low speed environments of 70 km/h
and less, this may not always be achievable and pavement
rotation rates of up to 3.5% per second of travel time may be
used without undue vehicle occupant discomfort.
On sections of two-way roads with wider than normal
pavements, eg. passing lanes, the relative grade of the
two pavement edges must be kept within reasonable
limits, for appearance and comfort reasons. This
becomes the control for transition length and the
appropriate design standards should be used in these
situations.
The standard superelevation and side friction
requirements for horizontal curves are always met
when the unit chord design method is used. The unit
chord (UC) can be calculated from the following
formula:
UC 

Where:
R
L
NOTE:

4.5.6

=
=

R x L
35.81

circular arc radius (m)
plan transition length (m)

The calculated unit chord must equal, or
exceed, the minimum value given in Table
2.nn for the relevant design speed and
road type.

Unit Chord Spiral

Table 4.4 contains details of the unit chord spiral. These
include unit dimensions for:
•
•

Spiral length
Phi C

SL
k

•
•

Long chord
X Curve coordinate

LC
XC

•

Y Curve coordinate

YC

•
•

Curve radius
Spiral angle

R
θ

•

Shift

P

•

Shift distance

K

The unit chord is in effect a scaling factor. A greater or lesser
length of the scaled spiral is used depending on the circular
arc radius it must match.
An example of how to use the unit chord spiral table to
calculate horizontal curve details is:
80 km/h
Design speed:
Tangent deflection angle: 30° 10' 00''
Transition : circular arc : transition ratio:

1:2:1

30° 10
 5°0140
6

Spiral Angle:

From Table 2.9:
Min. unit chord for 80 km/h
From Table 4.4:
Spiral angle
Radius
Shift
Shift distance
Spiral length

=
=
=
=
=

=

18.6 m

5° 00' 00" (nearest match)
14.3239
0.0182
1.2497
2.50

Therefore:
Curve radius R = 14.3239 x
Transition length SL = 2.50
Shift P = 0.0182 x 18.6
Shift distance K = 1.2497 x

18.6
= 266.4 m
x 18.6 = 46.5 m
= 0.3385 m
18.6
= 23.2 m

The tangent length, external distance and circular curve arc
length are calculated from the formula shown in Figure 4.nn,
ie:
TT 

14.3239  0.0182 x Tan

30°10
2

 1.2497

x 18.6

 14.3239

x 18.6

 95.1 m

(degrees, minutes,
seconds)
(distance from TS to
SC along curve
tangent)
(offset from tangent to
SC
from curve tangent)
(degrees, minutes,
seconds)
(offset from tangent to
circular arc)
(distant from TS to
circular arc)

A plan transition for any circular curve can be determined by
multiplying the unit chord spiral values obtained from Table
4.4 by the appropriate design speed unit chord from Table 2.9
or 2.10.

ET 

14.3239  0.0182 x Sec

30°10
2

 9.9 m
L 

14.3239 x 30°10 (radians)

 2.5

x 18.6

 93.8 m

Alternatively, where an approximate radius, say 300 m, is
known for the same deflection angle, then:
Unit chord

UC

=
=

300
14.3239
20.9 m , which equates to a
design speed of
approximately 83 km/h.
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Table 4.4: Dimensions of Unit Chord Spiral and Central Circular Arc
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Table 4.4 (cont.): Dimensions of Unit Chord Spiral and Central Circular Arc
Draft: S4-Horizontal Alignment_Draft Amendment - 4 May 2005.wpd
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Table 4.4 (cont.): Dimensions of Unit Chord Spiral and Central Circular Arc
Draft: S4-Horizontal Alignment_Draft Amendment - 4 May 2005.wpd
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Table 4.4 (cont.): Dimensions of Unit Chord Spiral and Central Circular Arc
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4.6

Superelevation

4.6.1

Standards for Superelevation

Appearance and drainage considerations should always
be taken into account in the selection of the axis of
rotation for superelevation development on ramps and
motorway / expressway connectors.

The maximum superelevation rates for use on state highways
are shown in Tables 2.9 and 2.10.
The use of normal crossfall , ie. -3% superelevation, may only
be considered when curve radii exceed the values given in
Table 2.7.
Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 must be used to determine the
design superelevation required all state highway horizontal
curves.

Figure 4.10:

4.6.2
(a)

Axis of Rotation

General

Crossfall is used on straight sections of road to shed
water. This crossfall, which is commonly known as
'normal crossfall', is usually away from the centreline
on two-lane two-way roads and away from the median
on dual carriageway roads. Normal crossfall generally
changes to superelevation when the horizontal alignment
becomes a curve, except where the curve radius is very
large and adverse or normal crossfall can be used,
ie. -3% superelevation.
The point about which the pavement is rotated to
develop superelevation, ie. the 'axis of rotation',
depends upon the type of road, the road cross section,
terrain and the location of the road.
(b)

Two-lane Two-Way Roads

On two-lane, two-way roads the axis of rotation for
superelevation development is usually the road
centreline, as shown in Figure 4.9 below.

Figure 4.9:

Dual Carriageway Roads
(i)

General

Aesthetics, grade distortion, superelevation
transitions, drainage and driver perception must all
be considered when selecting the location of the
axis of rotation for dual carriageway roads. In flat
country it may be desirable to adopt the left (or
outer) edge of the carriageway as the axis of
rotation or to use independently graded
carriageways
(ii)

Motorways and Expressways

Where the median width is 4.0 m or less, the axis
of rotation should be the centreline of the road.
For staged construction projects where the initial
median width is greater than 4.0 m, and the
ultimate median width is to be 4.0 m or less, the
axis of rotation should be at the road centreline,
except where the resulting initial median slope
would be steeper than 1:10. In the latter case, the
axis of rotation should be at the ultimate median
edges of the travelled way.

Axis of Rotation for Superelevation
Development on Two-lane Two-way Roads

Each half of the pavement, including shoulders, is
rotated about the road centreline and the resultant
profiles of the edges of the carriageways are in opposite
directions to each other. This can lead to the creation of
flat sections of pavement and drainage problems
particularly in flat terrain where curves are preceded by
long relatively level tangents. In these situations the
axis of rotation for superelevation development should
be shifted to the edge of the traffic lane on the inside of
the curve, to improve drainage as well as driver
perception of the curve.
(c)

(d)

Axis of Rotation for Superelevation
Development on Ramps and Motorway /
Expressway Connectors

Interchange Ramps and Motorway / Expressway to
Motorway / Expressway Connections

The axis of rotation may be about either edge of the
travelled way or, the centreline, if multilane. However,
the lower side of the travelled way is normally the best
location. See Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.11:

Axis of Rotation for Superelevation
Development on Dual Carriageway Roads
where the median is wider than 4.0 m

Where the ultimate median width is greater than
3.8 m, the axis of rotation should be at the ultimate
median edges of the travelled way.
To avoid a 'sawtooth' profile on bridges with
decked medians, the axis of rotation, if not on the
centreline, should be shifted to it.
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(iii) Other State Highways
The location of the axis of rotation should be
considered on an individual project basis and the
most appropriate solution for the specific design
conditions selected.

(d)

Superelevation Development Length
(i)

•
•

For roads with painted medians the axis of rotation
will normally be the road centreline. In all other
situations the location of the axis of rotation
should be determined by using the selection
criteria given in Section 4.6.2 (d) (i) above.
4.6.3
(a)

•

(ii)

The transition from normal crossfall to the maximum
superelevation for a horizontal curve on a two-lane twoway road generally consists of a crown runoff and a
superelevation runoff, as shown on Figure 4.12 (a).
This type of superelevation transition is also applicable
to wide one-way pavements on dual carriageway roads
where a longitudinal crown is needed for drainage
reasons.
The more normal situation on dual carriageway roads is
a one-way pavement which has a constant crossfall from
the median towards the shoulder. This pavement is
rotated at a constant rate to the maximum superelevation
required by the horizontal curve, as indicated on Figures
4.12 (a), (b) and (c).
(b)

on two-lane two-way roads in
constrained design conditions, eg. low speed
environments, mountainous terrain, etc, and where
design speeds are # 70 km/h, pavement rotation
rates up to 3.5% per second at the design speed
may be used. In some specially approved cases
this rate may also sometimes be used at an 80 km/h
design speed.

(iv) Divided roads ae usually designed to higher

standards and have wider pavements than two-lane
two-way roads. Superelevation on these roads is
developed over the longer of the lengths
determined by the following criteria:

'Superelevation runoff' is the length of road required to
rotate the road pavement from level, or 0% crossfall, to
the maximum superelevation rate required.

•

On circular curves the superelevation runoff should
occur 60 % on the tangent and 40% within the curve
itself. This results in 60% of the full superelevation rate
at the beginning of the curve.

NOTE:
The use of the unit chord in transition curve design
will ensure the correct relationship between transition
curve spiral length, circular arc radius and
superelevation runoff.

(c)

Crown (Tangent) Runoff

'Crown runoff' is the length of road required to rotate
one half of a crowned road pavement from normal
camber to level, or 0% crossfall, at the same pavement
rotation rate used to apply superelevation on the
associated horizontal curve, see Figure 4.12 (a), (b) and
(c).

On two-lane two way roads superelevation
development length is determined by rate of
pavement rotation. This rate should not normally
exceed 2.5% per second of travel time at the
design speed.

(iii) However,

Superelevation Runoff

On transition curves the superelevation runoff should
normally occur over the plan transition length.

design speed, and
the rate of pavement rotation, ie. a vehicle
occupant comfort control, or
the relative grade between grade between
the inner and outer edges of the travelled
way, ie. an appearance control.

The superelevation development length must be
long enough to ensure a satisfactory riding quality
and also give a visually pleasing road alignment.

Application of Superelevation

General

The criteria used to determine the length of road
over which superelevation is developed are:

•

(v)

an enhanced vehicle occupant comfort
criteria which limits the maximum
pavement rotation rate to 2% per second at
the design speed,
an appearance criteria which limits the
relative grade between edges of the
travelled way to a value considered
appropriate for the design speed.

The minimum superelevation development length
to satisfy the rate of rotation criteria for any road is
determined by the following expression:
Le 

( e1  e2 ) x V d
k

Where:
Le

=

e1, e2

=

k

=

Vd

=

'Tangent runoff' is the length of road required to rotate
a constant crossfall road pavement from normal camber
to level, or 0% crossfall, at the same pavement rotation
rate used to apply superelevation on the associated
horizontal curve, see Figure 4.13 (a), (b) and (c).

superelevation development
length (m)
crossfall or superelevation at the
ends of the superelevation
development length (%)
7.2 for a rotation rate of 2.0%
per second,
9.0 for a rotation rate of 2.5%
per second, and
12.6 for a rotation rate of 3.5%
per second
design speed (km/h)
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(vi) The minimum superelevation development length

Unsealed shoulders on straight sections of twolane two-way roads must have a crossfall away
from the pavement, to minimise infiltration into the
unsealed shoulder.

to satisfy the road relative grade criteria for a
divided road is determined by the following
expression:

(f) Superelevation Application Problem Areas
(i)
General

Where:
Le

=

W
e1, e2

=
=

Gd

=

Profiles for both edges of the travelled way and
both shoulders should always be plotted and any
irregularities resulting from interactions between
the superelevation transition and vertical alignment
of the roadway should be eliminated by
introducing smooth curves.
Flat areas of
pavement, which are undesirable for stormwater
drainage reasons, will also be revealed by this
process and they can be remedied at the design
stage.
In restrictive situations, such as two lane roads in
mountainous terrain, interchange ramps, collector
roads, frontage roads, etc., where curve radii are
small, curve length and the tangents between
curves are short, standard superelevation rates
and/or development lengths may not be attainable.
In such situations the highest permissible
superelevation rates and the shortest development
lengths should be used.
In situations where it is considered desirable to
exceed the maximum permissible superelevation
and pavement rotation rates specific approval to do
so must be sought from the Strategy and Standards
Manager on a case by case basis.

superelevation development
length (m)
width of the travelled way
crossfall or superelevation at the
ends of the superelevation
development length (%)
relative grade from Table 4.5.

Design Speed

Relative Grade between the inner and outer
edges of the traffic lane(s)

(km/h)

(%)
1 lane 1

2 lanes 2

More than 2 lanes 3

30

0.75

1.50

1.25

40

0.70

1.39

1.16

50

0.64

1.28

1.07

60

0.59

1.18

0.98

70

0.54

1.08

0.90

80

0.50

1.00

0.83

90

0.46

0.92

0.77

100

0.43

0.86

0.72

110

0.40

0.80

0.67

120

0.38

0.75

0.63

130

0.36

0.71

0.59

140

0.34

0.67

0.56

1

One lane one-way roads where the axis of rotation is one
edge of the traffic lane.

2

4 lane divided roads where the axis of rotation is one edge
of the one-way road travelled way, and passing lane
sections of two- lane two-way roads where the axis of
rotation is the road centreline.

3

6 or more lane divided roads where the axis of rotation is
one edge of the one-way road travelled way.

Table 4.5: Relative Grade between
Edges of the Travelled Way

(e) Shoulder Transitions

Shoulders are normally part of the carriageway plane and
rotate with it. Shoulder profiles should be made smooth
and compatible with the adjacent pavement.
Shoulders on superelevated curves must have the same
superelevation as the traffic lanes.
The pavement outside the shoulder should sloped away
from the road and sealed, to minimise the likelihood of
drivers losing control on the curve and infiltration into the
pavement layers.
Draft: S4-Horizontal Alignment_Draft Amendment - 4 May 2005.wpd

(ii)

Bridges

A superelevation transition on a bridge has almost
the same effect as a vertical curve in the same
situation and almost always results in an
unsightly appearance of the bridge and the bridge
railing. If possible, horizontal curves should begin
and end a sufficient distance from the bridge so
that no part of the superelevation transition extends
onto the bridge.
Alignment and safety
considerations are, however, of paramount
importance and they must not be sacrificed to meet
the above criteria. Refer to Section 3.8 for more
details on the effect of combined horizontal and
vertical curvature.
(iii)

Adverse Crossfall

Adverse crossfall should normally be avoided
except on curves with radii sufficiently large to be
regarded as straight sections of road. Such curves
need not be superelevated but superelevation at the
normal crossfall rate used on straights should be
applied.
In rural situations all curves less than 3000 m
radius should be superelevated. However, to
improve pavement drainage on very flat
longitudinal grades, or in the design of temporary
roadways and connections, consideration may be
given to the use of up to 3% adverse crossfall.
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Figure 4.12:

Superelevation Development on Two-lane Two-way Roads, Interchange Ramps and
Motorway / Expressway to Motorway / Expressway Connections
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Figure 4.13:
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Superelevation Development on Dual Carriageway Roads
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In urban situations where drivers are more
adaptable to changes in radius, superelevation and
transverse friction, the use of adverse crossfall on
small radii curves is tolerable.

In comparison to the downward forces that act on
a vehicle on a level grade, the downward force on
the front axle is increased and decreased on the rear
axle when the vehicle travels on a downhill grade.

The minimum radii that may be used with an
adverse crossfall of 3%, for various design speeds,
are listed in Table 2.7.

This load shift effectively reduces the lateral force
which can be supplied by the rear axle so that when
the vehicle is travelling close to the maximum safe
speed for a superelevated curve on a downhill
grade, and its brakes are applied, the back wheels
are likely to lose traction and this can lead to the
vehicle spinning.

Notes:
1.

Radii larger than those in Table 2.7 should
be used wherever possible.

2.

The radii recommended in Table 2.7 are
based on curves which have been found to
be generally appropriate in level terrain.

3.

To minimise this problem, higher superelevation
rates should to be used on roads with downhill
grades of 3% or more.
The increase in
superelevation is obtained using the following
equation:

Adverse crossfall must not be used in
combination with any other factor which
could increase the force on the tyre or
reduce the friction forces which can be
developed at the tyre road interface, eg.
adverse crossfall should not be used in the
following circumstances:

Superelevation increase (%) 

Where:

•

3.

on the approaches to intersections
because of the friction forces
required for braking,
•
in areas subject to aquaplaning or
icing, and
•
on downhill grades.
For aesthetic reasons, short arc lengths
should not be used with adverse crossfall.

g
e
NOTE:

(vi)
(iv)

Intersections

Where a side road joins a main road on the outside
of a horizontal curve, a compromise is often
necessary between adequate superelevation on the
main road and safe conditions for vehicles turning
against the adverse crossfall. The situation is worse
if the horizontal curve is located on a steep grade
and the intersection must be modified to ensure safe
turning conditions.
Generally, if the side road is important or the curve
has a steep longitudinal grade, ie. over 5%, the
superelevation must not exceed 5% and should
preferably be limited to 3%.
The problem does not exist where the junction is on
the inside of a horizontal curve as the
superelevation then favours the turning movements.
(v)

Steep Downhill Grades

The use of maximum superelevation rates on steep
grades may unacceptably increase the longitudinal
grade on the outer lanes. Usually, superelevation is
the only geometric element which can be varied in
these situations and it will sometimes be necessary
to either reduce the superelevation or extend the
length of the superelevation development.

(g  e)
6

=
=

downhill grade (%)
curve superelevation (%)

Fractions of any significance should be
rounded up.

Compound Curves

A compound curve is a curve formed by joining
two or more contiguous unidirectional curves of
different radius. Compound curves are generally
undesirable because:
•

•

•

•

drivers have difficulty estimating the
curvature of the road and there is a danger
that they may not notice a reduction in
radius,
vehicle tracking problems can, and do, occur
where the change of radius is not obvious to
drivers,
braking on curves can be hazardous for
articulated trucks and this problem is made
worse on downhill grades, and
the visual appearance of a ‘broken-back’
alignment can be created when an
intermediate curve has a radius significantly
larger than the adjacent curves.

When a compound curve must be used the smaller
curve radius should not be less than b of the larger
curve radius. This relationship between curve radii
also applies to similar curves.

Superelevation should however be increased on
downhill grades to counter the effect of the
combination of grade and curvature on the stability
of motor vehicles - particularly articulated trucks.
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(vii)

Reverse Curves
1.

•

The time taken to turn the steering wheel.
Times of two to four seconds have been
recorded for this driver action and in this
period a vehicle travels along a spiral path
for a distance of between 0.8 V and 1.1 V
metres, where V is in km/h.
This enables the length of straight or spiral
between the reverse curves to be reduced to
0.6 V metres. In steep to mountainous areas
where it is not practical to provide this
separation between the curves, sufficient
width should be provided to enable drivers
to negotiate a spiral path within the width of
the traffic lane or sealed pavement.
The development of superelevation.

In mountainous country it is often necessary to
have coincident tangent points but it is generally
preferable to reduce the curve radii so that the
minimum tangent length can be provided between
curves.
2.

Important Checks

Two important points must be checked in all
reverse curves situations:
(i)

(ii)

3.

Surface drainage at the curve reversal point.
As a general rule, the longitudinal road
grade at this point should be between 1%
and 3%.
When fully circular curves are used their
radii must be at least equal to, and desirably
well above, the radius required for zero
crossfall, ie. e = 0, at the horizontal
alignment’s design speed.

4.

Circular Curves separated by a Short
Tangent

The length of straight tangent between reverse
circular curves should be sufficient to allow full
superelevation to be developed at the start of the
curve. In practice this is often not possible and a
shorter distance has to be used. As a general rule,
the minimum tangent length should not be less than
0.6V metres when V is in km/h.
5.

the high yaw forces which are developed at
the curve tangent points which can cause
steering problems for drivers of trucks,
particularly articulated trucks, and

Transition Curves

Where minimum radius curves are used, full
superelevation should be achieved at the start of the
circular arc sections of those curves.
Where large radii circular curves are used, some
superelevation may be developed within the curves,
provided b of the full superelevation rate is
achieved at curve tangent points.
6.

Transition Curves separated by a Short
Tangent

A straight between adjacent curve spirals usually
allows each traffic lane to be rotated independently
avoiding the development of a flat pavement
surface across both traffic lanes. This type of
design is appropriate for use in flat terrain where
pavement drainage is often a problem.
(viii) Similar Curves

Two horizontal curves in the same direction,
sometimes joined by a short straight, can form an
unsightly alignment which is commonly known as
a 'broken back' alignment.
Similar curves should not normally be used
because:
•

Truck Instability

Reverse curves can, and often do, create instability
problems for articulated trucks and, for this reason,
they should only be used as a last resort. The
instability is created by:
•

the loss of superelevation on the approach to
the curve tangent points. Drivers tend to
negotiate curves at speeds close to the limits
of stability and any reduction in road
standard, such as a reduction in crossfall,
can lead to loss of control.

General

Reverse curves can introduce problems in
achieving a suitable superelevation development
pavement rotation rate, unless the curves have
spiral transitions and the tangent points are
adequately separated. Wherever possible a straight
or spiral should be provided between reverse curves
to allow for:
•

•

•

•

it is very difficult to produce a visually
pleasing vertical alignment for the edges of
the road pavement,
is often impossible to provide the correct
amount of superelevation throughout both
curves, and
truck drivers can experience problems
related to sight distance and braking
conditions on the approaches to similar
curve sections of road.

NOTE:

The appearance and safety problems can
usually be avoided by replacing similar
curves with a single curve.

Refer to Section 3.6.5 for more details on problems
related to similar curve situations.
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(ix)

Pavement Surface Drainage

3.

1.

The most dangerous areas on flat grades are those
located within the traffic lanes of wide pavements
where relatively deep puddles can develop. Flat
spots located at the outer edge of the shoulder are
less of a problem because water can usually drain
away over the pavement edge.

General

For effective road drainage the minimum grades
are:
•
0.3% for concrete kerb and channel, and
•
1% for open ditches.
Where these grades can be achieved there are
usually no problems in draining the edge of the
road pavement but there may be pavement surface
drainage problems. Checks must therefore be made
to ensure there are no potential aquaplaning and
spray problems due to surface water build up.
On flat grades pavement surface drainage problems
are likely to occur on chip sealed surfaces where
the crossfall is less than 2.5%, and on smooth
asphalt surfaces where it is less than 2%.
Pavement surface drainage problems may also
occur:
•
•
•

Flat Grades

Flat spot locations can be predicted using contour
diagrams and they can also be located
diagrammatically using relative grade diagrams.
4.

Steep Grades

On steep grades the main drainage problem is the
length of the surface water flow paths at the points
of zero crossfall in superelevation development
areas.
Whenever a superelevation development is located
on a grade steeper than 5% the length of the surface
drainage flow path(s) needs to be checked.

on steep grades because of the increase in
length of the drainage flow path through the
combination of crossfall and grade,
at entry and exit lanes where merging and
braking manoeuvres are common, and
on the approaches to intersections and low
radius curves where a lot of heavy braking
occurs.

In view of the potential drainage problems in
superelevation development areas, the length of
surface drainage flows and water depths in these
areas must be checked on all new projects as well
as all rehabilitation projects involving geometric
improvements. The solution to surface drainage
problems will usually involve a change to the
horizontal alignment, to the grading or to both.
For more details on pavement surface drainage
refer to the Transit New Zealand publication
Highway Surface Drainage.
2.

Surface Drainage Problem Treatments

•

Realign the road. The superelevation
development can sometimes be moved to a
location which provides improved surface
drainage.
Re-grade the road.
Shorten the superelevation development.
Move the design line (grading) away from
the traffic lanes.
Provide one or more longitudinal (parallel)
crowns. Skew crowns are not recommended
because they can create stability problems
for trucks and, more importantly, they are
very difficult to construct with sufficient
accuracy to correct the surface drainage
problem.
Provide a grated drain across the road
pavement.

•
•
•
•

•
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4.7

Two-way Two-lane Road Design

4.7.1

General

(a) Speed Environment

The speed environment of a section of an existing twoway two-lane road with reasonably consistent geometric
standard which runs through terrain having relatively
consistent characteristics can be determined by:
•
•

speed studies, or
estimated from a consideration of its topography
and the range of existing horizontal curve radii.

A length of road which is to be realigned or upgraded has
the speed environment of the section of road within
which it lies. The speed environment does not change
rapidly and it takes some distance before drivers
recognise a change because of a difference in terrain,
geometric standard or both of these parameters.
The speed environment for a new road may be estimated
from Table 4.6 once the terrain type and the range of
horizontal curve radii likely to be used have been
determined.
(b) High Speed Environments

In high speed environments drivers will adopt relatively
uniform travel speeds. Design speeds should therefore be
at least equal to the speed environment, and may even
exceed it. A constant design speed, which is in keeping
with the terrain type should be used for all aspects of
two-way two-lane road design in these situations.
(c) Intermediate and Low Speed Environments

In intermediate and low speed environments drivers tend
to vary their speeds in a direct relationship to the
characteristics of the road and its surroundings. In these
environments there is a need for some iteration in the
selection of horizontal curve elements because individual
curve geometry is determined by, and also helps to
determine, the speed environment.
The 85th percentile speed must be used in intermediate
and low speed environments to co-ordinate the geometric
features of a two-way two-lane road alignment. A
recommended design procedure is described in Section
4.7.2 below.
4.7.2

Two-lane Road Design Procedure

The seven step iteration procedure for two-lane road design
shown in Figure 4.14 will ensure a safe and consistent road
alignment. The procedure is summarised as follows:
Step 1. Select Nominal Speed Environment
Determine the speed environment for the length of road
under consideration. The speed environment is regarded
as constant for a section of road with reasonably
consistent geometric standards and terrain characteristics
so, the speed environment for the length of road under
consideration is therefore equal to that of the section of
road within which it is located.
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Figure 4.14: Two-lane Roads - Horizontal Alignment
Design Procedure
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NOTES:
1.

2.

The speed environment for a section of road can
be determined by:
•

speed studies carried out on the longer
straight and/or very large radii sections of
the existing road, or

•

estimated from an assessment of the
overall geometric standard of the horizontal
alignment and the terrain type by using
Table 4.6.

Speed environment value as a function of terrain type and overall
geometric for single carriageway two-lane rural roads. a
Approximate
Range of
Horizontal
Curve Radius
(m) b

It takes some time for drivers to recognise and
react to a change in the speed environment
because of a change in terrain characteristics or
the overall geometric standard of the road.

•
•
•

< 3 km in a 110 km/h speed environment,
500 m to 1 km in a 90 km/h speed
environment, and
250 m in a 70 km/h speed environment.

Step 2. Determine Trial Alignment(s)
Prepare trial alignments, using radii within the range
given in Table 4.6, for the speed environment selected in
Step 1 above. Good design practice will avoid the use of
minimum radii.

Step 4. Determine the Design Speed(s)

Hilly

Mountainous

75

70
e

85

150 500

100

95

110

e

115

d

120

e

a

Can also be used for divided roads when the geometric
standards are constrained, ie. design speeds < 120 km/h.

b

These values represent the general overall horizontal
geometric standard of the section of road under consideration.

c

The maximum speed regarded as acceptable by most drivers in
the particular environment and also the 85th percentile speed
on the unconstrained sections of road, eg. the longer straights
and curves with radii well above those listed.

d

An overall horizontal geometric standard of < R300 m (flat) or <
R l00 m (undulating) will not be normal and speed
environments below about 115 km/h and 90 km/h respectively
should not be used. Where low design speed curves are
necessary refer to Section 2.7.5 (v).

e

Use the speed environment of the next less severe terrain type
when a more liberal geometry is used in undulating and
mountainous terrain.
Source: Austroads Rural Road Design

Step 3. Check Speed Environment

Occasional very large radii curves should be ignored
when assessing the speed environment. They should be
considered as being equivalent to a short straight section
within the overall speed environment.

Undulating

90 d

> 600 - 700

Trial grade lines should also be devised at this stage.

Check the speed environment of trial alignments using
Table 4.6. This will only differ from the nominal speed
environment initially chosen if significantly different
horizontal curve radii have been used.

Flat

75 - 300

> 300 - 500

3 km in a 110 km/h speed environment,
1 km in a 90 km/h speed environment, and
250 m in a 70 km/h speed environment.

A decrease in speed environment is usually far
more easily recognised and the length of road
needed for this is approximately:

(km/h) c

< 75

The length of road needed before drivers
recognise an increase in speed environment is
approximately:
•
•
•

Terrain Type / Speed Environment

Table 4.6:

Terrain Type / Horizontal Curve Radius
Range / Speed Environment Relationship
for Two-lane Roads

Special care must also be taken when determining design
speeds for curves at the ends of straighter sections of road
because high speeds are likely in these areas.
The design speed of a curve can be considered equal to
the speed environment when the length of preceding
straight, or very large radius curve, is at least:

In high speed environments a constant design speed
should be used. This must be equal to the speed
environment and may even exceed it.

•
•
•

250m in a 70 km/h speed environment,
1 km in a 90 km/h speed environment, and
3 km in a 110 km/h speed environment.

In low and intermediate speed environments drivers will
tend to vary their speeds on horizontal curves in a direct
relationship to the perceived curve radii. Design speeds
may therefore vary but great care must be taken to check
that their design parameters, ie. design speed, side friction
and superelevation, are reasonably consistent and lie
within acceptable variation limits.

The appropriate design speed, or 85th percentile operating
speed, for a horizontal curve in a given speed
environment can be determined from Figure 4.15.
The superelevation required for horizontal curves on twolane two-way state highways can be determined from
Figures 4.16 and 4.17.
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Figure 4.14: Horizontal Curve Radius / Design Speed / Speed Environment Relationship
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Figure 4.16: Low Speed Two-lane Two-way State Highways where the Design Speed # 70 km/h
Design Speed / Horizontal Curve Radius / Superelevation Relationship
Draft: S4-Horizontal Alignment_Draft Amendment - 4 May 2005.wpd
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Figure 4.17: Standard Two-lane Two-way State Highways
Design Speed / Horizontal Curve Radius / Superelevation Relationship
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Step 5. Check Alignment Consistency and Sight
Distance, and

NOTE:
Horizontal sight distance rather than side friction
and superelevation may fix the minimum radius
for the design speed where side clearances are
limited.

Step 6. Modify Alignment if necessary
Drivers do not expect, or readily accept, having to travel
at low speeds in a high speed environment and any
geometric element which allows a higher speed to be
achieved, such as a long straight or very large radius
curve, will be used to advantage. This type of feature
tends to raise the overall speed environment of a section
of road and means that the design speeds of adjacent
geometric elements must be very carefully checked. In
many cases design speeds will have to be increased to
match the higher speed environment.
Conversely, any geometric element that requires drivers to
reduce their travel speed more than 10 to 15 km/h below
the speed environment is likely to create a hazardous
situation because most drivers do not significantly reduce
their travel speed until they can actually see the hazard,
even when the appropriate advance warning signs are
erected.
Normally, design speeds should not differ by more than
about 10 km/h, and never more than 15 km/h, between
successive geometric elements. However, where the
terrain or the general standard of the road dictates a
reduction in the speed environment the geometric elements
connecting the two speed environments must be carefully
designed to provide a safe transition between them.
A safe reduction in operating speeds can be achieved in
some circumstances by using a sequence of horizontal
curves whose design speeds do not vary by more than 10
km/h. This is may be done by using the design, or
predicted 85th percentile, speed of each horizontal curve as
the speed environment for the succeeding curve and then
deriving that curve’s design speed from Figure 4.14.
Where a local constraint is not sufficiently large to define
a new speed environment for a section of road, and it
cannot be bypassed, a design speed reduction in excess of
10 to 15 km/h will occasionally have to be accepted and
the appropriate warning devices should be installed as an
integral part of the new roadworks.
Both horizontal and vertical sight distances must be
consistent with design speeds and side friction demands
should not vary excessively on successive horizontal
curves.
Stopping sight distance requirements based on a reaction
time of 2.5 seconds are used for most design conditions.
However, in difficult terrain and other constrained
conditions where design speeds of 70 km/h and less are
used, shorter sight distances based on a 1.5 second
reaction time may be used because drivers are considered
to be in a more alerted state in these conditions.
Table 2.12 lists the stopping sight distances required on
a level grade. Adjustments must be made for the actual
gradients used in each design.

Where it is not feasible to achieve a design fully
compatible with the speed environment of the section of
road, because of topographical, environmental and/or
economic reasons, careful thought must be given to the
installation of traffic management measures which will
reliably alert drivers to unexpected changes in operating
conditions on that section of road. These measures cannot
be considered good design practice and should only be
necessary on very rare occasions.
NOTE:
Two-lane two-way roads must be checked for
consistency in both directions of travel. This is
particularly important where there are speed
change situations similar to those described
above.

Step 7. Satisfactory Alignment / Final Design
The process described in Steps 1 to 6 above will ensure
the geometric elements of trial alignments have design
speeds equivalent to operating speeds. The design speed
may vary along the section of road under consideration but
the procedure will ensure that, between successive
geometric elements, design speed differences lie within
acceptable and safe operational limits.
The trial alignments should be analysed and the best one
refined into a final design by ensuring that:
•
•

•

•
•

horizontal and vertical curve designs are consistent
with the predicted 85th percentile operating speeds
at all locations,
a safe join-in to the existing road at each end of the
new alignment must be provided in all cases and
the extent of the work may need to be extended to
achieve this in some situations,
horizontal/vertical alignments are co-ordinated with
the design speed of the vertical alignment being at
least equal to its associated horizontal alignment
design speed, and preferably 10 or more km/h
higher,
earthworks are minimised, and
all other controlling criteria are satisfied, eg. special
consideration given to the location of intersections
and points of access to ensure that minimum sight
distances and critical crossfall controls are met.

NOTES:
1.

Horizontal alignment design is not often a
straightforward matter and the process described
above can not always be followed. Design
standards can prove impossible to achieve and
compromises may have to be made. In these
situations a broad understanding of basic traffic
engineering theory as well as the principles and
assumptions used in the development of roading
standards is essential to enable safe and realistic
design compromises to be made.

2.

In ALL circumstances any variation of state
highway design standards must be approved in
writing by the State Highway Policy Division
Design and Traffic Manager before they can be
implemented.
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4.8

Dual Carriageway Road Design

4.8.1

General

All dual carriageway roads are considered to be high standard
roads by the majority of drivers. Therefore, to achieve safe,
consistent operating conditions a constant speed must be used
as the main design control for all geometric elements.
The design speed for a dual carriageway state highway must
be at least:
•
•

numerically equal to the proposed speed limit for that
section of road, and
at least numerically equal, and generally exceed, the
speed environment for the section of road within which
it is located.

Horizontal curves must also be of sufficient length to avoid the
appearance of a kink. The minimum curve length to avoid an
unsightly kink is:
•
•
4.8.4

250 m for motorways, and
200 m for expressways.
Superelevation

(a) General

Dual carriageway roads generally have wide pavements.
It is therefore desirable to minimise superelevation for
aesthetic reasons, and also because of the long
superelevation transition lengths that are often necessary.
(b) Minimum Superelevation

The design speed should not normally vary along the entire
length of a dual carriageway road, unless there is some definite
change in terrain type which alters the speed environment for
a significant section of the road.

It is desirable to superelevate all dual carriageway curves
to a rate equal to that of the crossfall used on the straight
sections. This is usually 3%.

4.8.2

However, if the radius of a curve is greater than that given
in Table 2.7 it can be regarded as straight and normal
crossfall, or -3% reverse superelevation, may be used.

Design Speed

The minimum design speeds for dual carriageway state
highways are shown in Table 4.7.
Environment
Terrain

Rural

Urban

Flat

Rolling

Mountainous

All

Motorway

120+

110+

100

70 - 80

Expressway

110

100

80

60

(c) Maximum Superelevation

The maximum superelevation rates for dual carriageway
state highways, in relation to design speed, terrain type
and environment are given in Table 4.8.

Design Speed (km/h)

Table 4.7: Minimum Design Speeds for
Dual Carriageway State Highways

4.8.3

e (%)
Design Speed
(km/h)

Rural Environment Terrain

NOTE:
The length of a transition curve spiral must be sufficient
to give a shift distance of 250 to 500 mm generally, and
at least 500 mm in flat terrain.

As a general rule, curves must be used whenever a dual
carriageway road changes direction. However, very small
changes in alignment without horizontal curves are not noticed
by drivers and in some cases it might not be necessary to
provide curves between adjacent straight sections. The
maximum allowable deflection angle between adjacent straight
sections without the need for a horizontal curve is:
0° 00' for motorways,
0° 15' for expressways.

NOTE:
It is not permissible to use a succession of small
deflection angles to avoid the need for a horizontal curve
on any dual carriageway road.
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Urban
Environment

Flat

Rolling
and
Mountainous

60

-

-

8

70

-

-

8

80

-

8

8

90

-

8

-

100

6

8

-

110

6

-

-

$ 120

6

-

-

Horizontal Alignment

Horizontal alignments should be developed using a series of
straights and circular curves and/or transition curves.

•
•

Maximum Superelevation

Table 4.8:

Maximum Superelevation Rates for Dual
Carriageway State Highways

The superelevation required for horizontal curves on dual
carriageway state highways can be determined from Figure
4.18.
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Figure 4.17: Dual Carriageway State Highways
Design Speed / Horizontal Curve Radius / Superelevation Relationship
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